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IN THE COURT OF ADDL. SESSIONS JUDGE (F.T.C), NORTH

SALMARA, ABHAYAPURI

    Present:    Shri P. Bora, A.J.S.

 Addl. Sessions Judge (F.T.C)

 North Salmara, Abhayapuri

Session Case No. 74 (MCR)/2017

U/S 376  I.P.C.

State of Assam

Vs

                                  Gulzar Hussain

Appearance

Sri Gautam Choudhury  ---------         Ld. Addl. P.P. for the State.

Mr. H. Ali  ---------          Ld. Defence Counsel.

Charge framed on –---------        08.08.2017

Evidence recorded on  ----------        21.08.2017, 06.01.2018,  
         17.03.2018, 17.04.2018,   
         07.05.2018, 17.09.2018,  
          08.11.2018                         

Argument heard on --------          15.02.2020

Judgment Pronounced on --------          29.02.2020

J U D G M E N T

1 The  case  for the prosecution in brief is that  the informant,

who is the victim of this case lodged an F.I.R before the officer-in-

charge of Mererchar Police Station alleging inter alia that she used

to reside in her paternal house as her husband failed to maintain

her  and since  last  two  years  the  accused person  entered  into

sexual intercourse with her on promise to marry her due to which

she became eight months pregnant. It has also been alleged on

11.12.2015, at  about 06:00 P.M, she came to the house of the

accused person and while she informed to the family members of
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the accused person about the said fact and insisted the accused

person to marry her then the accused person ignored her, rather

the  accused  person  assaulted  and  driven  her  out  from  their

house. Hence, the case. 

2 After  receiving  the  said  ejahar  the  officer  in  charge  of

Mererchar police station  was pleased to register the same vide

Mererchar P.S case No.118/2015. The police started investigation.

After  completion  of  the  investigation,  the  investigating  officer

submitted charge sheet against the accused person U/S 376 I.P.C.

3.    After complying the provision of section 207 Cr.P.C, the court

below was pleased to commit the case along with the accused

person. Accordingly, the accused person appeared before court to

face  the  trial.  After  perusing  and  considering  all  the  relevant

documents  referred  to  u/s  173  Cr.P.C,  and  considering  the

submission put forwarded by the Ld. Addl. P.P. for the State as well

as Ld. Counsel for defence, finding a prima facie case a formal

charge u/s 376 I.P.C framed against the accused person and the

same on being read over and explained to the accused person to

which  the accused person pleaded not guilty and claimed to be

tried. 

4. To bring home the charge against the accused person in

this  case  the  prosecution  side  has  adduced  and  examined  as

many as 9 witnesses including the informant-cum-victim as well

as Investigating Officer and Medical Officer but defence examined

none. Accused  person was also examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C and on

being  so  examined  the  accused  person  declined  to  adduce

evidence   and  narrated that  false  evidence has  been adduced

against him. 

5.POINT FOR DECISION

  Whether the accused person since two years from the date
of 22.12.2015, committed rape on the informant-cum-victim and
thereby committed  an offence punishable U/S 376 I.P.C.
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6.    DECISION AND REASONS FOR DECISION-

I  have gone carefully through the entire evidence of  the

record.  I  have  also  heard  and  considered  the  argument  put

forwarded by the Ld. Addl. P.P for the State as well as Ld. Counsel

for defence.

7 In  this  case  the  prosecution  side  has  examined  the

informant, who is the victim of this case as PW-1 and exhibited

the F.I.R vide Ext. 1 and Ext. 1(1) is the signature of PW-1. The

prosecution side has also exhibited the statement of PW-1, who is

the victim of this case as recorded u/s 164 Cr.PC, vide Ext. 2 and

Ext.2 (1) & Ext. 2 (2) are the signatures of PW-1. 

8. In course of evidence PW-1 stated that about 10/11 years

back she entered into marriage with one Abdul Hai and she is the

mother of a 9 years male child. It also reveals from the evidence

of PW-1 that about 9 years back as her earlier husband Abdul Hai

divorced her,  she used to reside in her paternal house and the

house  of  the  accused  person  is  just  adjacent  to  her  paternal

house. In course of evidence PW-1 stated that in the year 2015,

the  accused  person  proposed  to  marry  her  and  on  a  day  in

absence of her parents in the house, the accused person came to

her house and rapped her due to which she became pregnant. It

also reveals from the evidence of PW-1 that while she informed

about her pregnancy to the accused person, the accused person

by taking  several  plea  and pretext,  postponed and delayed to

marry her and while she became eight months pregnancy,  the

accused person taken her to his house to marry her but the other

family members of the accused person never accepted her, rather

she was assaulted and driven away from the house of the accused

person.

9. In this case although PW-1 stated that on a day in absence

of her parents the accused person came to her house and rapped

her, but the said testimony of PW-1 appears to be contradictory to
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her previous statement as recorded u/s 161 Cr.P.C. That apart, the

said oral testimonies of PW-1 also appears to be contradictory to

her statement as recorded u/s 164 Cr.P.C. 

10.    In this case the prosecution side has examined Abdul Baten

and Musstt. Ajiran Nessa as PW-2 and PW-3, who were declared

hostile by the prosecution. In this case although prosecution side

has confirmed the contradictions as suggested by the prosecution

to PW-2 and PW-3 through the Investigating Officer, but PW-2 and

PW-3, in course of cross examination clearly stated that they were

not examined by the Investigating Officer and without examining

them, the Investigating Officer had shown their statements to be

recorded u/s 161 Cr.P.C. 

11.   The prosecution side has examined Mussstt. Rezia Khatun as

PW-4,  who in  course  of  her  evidence  although stated  that  the

accused person often used to come to the house of the informant

and  while  the  informant  became  eight  months  pregnant,  the

informant told her that she was pregnant by the accused person

but in course of cross examination PW-4 stated that the informant

may  carry  her  pregnancy  from  side  of  her  husband.  Again

although  PW-4  in  course  of  evidence  stated  that  the  accused

person had taken the informant to his house, kept her in his house

for a day and later on the family members of the accused person

after assaulting the informant driven her out from their house, but

in course of cross examination PW-4 stated that she herself has

not seen that the family members of the accused person after

assaulting the informant driven her  out from their  house.  That

apart, in this case although PW-4 stated that the informant has

stayed in the house of the accused person but the said testimony

of PW-4 appears to be contradictory to her previous statement u/s

161 Cr.P.C, which was confirmed and corroborated by PW-8, the

Investigating Officer.
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12.       Again PW-5 Jamela Khatun, the mother of PW-1, the victim

in  course  of  evidence  although  stated  that  the  informant  was

pregnant by the accused person, who took the informant to his

house and later on the family members of the accused person

after  assaulting  her  daughter,  the  informant-cum-victim  driven

her out but in course of cross examination PW-5 stated that in the

year 2014, her daughter PW-1, was driven away by her husband

and she does not know about the exact period of gestation of her

daughter  on  which  her  daughter  became  pregnant  and  her

daughter may be pregnant by her earlier husband. 

13. In this case the prosecution side has examined Md. Akkas

Ali, the father of the victim as PW-6, who in course of evidence

although  stated  that  he  came  to  know  that  his  daughter  was

carrying  eight  months  pregnancy  and  the  accused  person

pregnant his daughter, but in course of cross examination PW-6

clearly stated that he does not know by whom his daughter was

pregnant. Again, PW-6 although stated that the family members

of the accused person assaulted his daughter and thrown her in

the paddy field, but the said testimony of PW-6 as admitted by

PW-6 appears to be contradictory to his previous statement u/s

161 Cr.P.C.

14. The prosecution side has examined Md. Asmat Ali as PW-7

from whose evidence it is revealed that there was a love affair

between the accused person and PW-1 and the accused person

promised to  marry  her.  PW-7 also stated that  on a day in  the

morning he came to know that PW-1 was not present in her house

and on the next day while he saw a gathering of persons in the

paddy field, he came there and saw PW-1 was lying in the paddy

field. PW-7 also stated that on being asked PW-1 told him that as

the accused person did not take her to his house, she herself went

to the house of the accused person, where she was assaulted and

at that time she was carrying eight months pregnancy. In course
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of  cross  examination  PW-7  clearly  stated  that  PW-1  never

informed  him  by  whom  she  was  pregnant  and  PW-7  also

expressed  his  ignorance  about  the  fact  by  whom  PW-1  was

pregnant. 

15. In this case the prosecution side has examined Md. Sarbesh

Ali, the investigating officer of this case as PW-8 and exhibited the

charge-sheet vide Ext. 3 and Ext. 3(1) is the signature of PW-8. In

course  of  evidence  PW-8  stated  that  he  was  not  confirmed

whether the victim gave birth to a child before filing the charge-

sheet of this case by him and accordingly he had not taken any

step for D.N.A test of the child. In course of evidence PW-8 also

admitted that the victim cum informant i.e. PW-1 used to maintain

sexual relationship with the accused person since last two years

back   and  during  the  investigation  of  this  case  barring  the

informant cum victim PW-1, no any witness of this case stated

before him that the accused person promised before them that he

will marry the informant PW-1. That apart, PW-8 in course of cross

examination clearly stated that he has not collected any evidence

that  the  informant  cum victim  i.e.  PW-1  was  pregnant  by  the

accused person and hence PW-8, the investigating officer clearly

stated  that  he  is  not  certain  that  PW-1  was  pregnant  by  the

accused person. 

16. In  this  case  the  prosecution  side  has  also  examined Dr.

Naser Ali Akand, Medial & Heath Officer, Abhayapuri C.H.C, as PW-

9, who medically examined PW-1, the victim. The prosecution side

has also exhibited the medical report as submitted by PW-9 vide

Ext. 4 and Ext. 4(1) is the signature of PW-9. In course of evidence

PW-9  stated  that  on  13.12.2015,  at  about  07:00  P.M,  with

reference to Mererchar P.S Case No. 118/2015, he examined the

victim  as  escorted  and  identified  by  Home-Guard  Mustafizur

Rahman and on examination found no any fresh injury on her

person.
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17. The above is the threadbare discussion of the evidence on

record.

18.  After perusing and considering the evidence on record in its

entirely  and  considering  the  argument  put  forwarded  by  the

learned counsel for the prosecution as well as defence, it appears

that in this case the prosecution side has failed to produce any

solid and concrete evidence against the accused.

19. From  the  materials  as  well  as  evidence  on  record,  it

appears that in this case it has been alleged that the informant-

cum-victim  i.e.  PW-1  was  sexually  exploited   by  the  accused

person since last two years on promise to marry her and as per

F.I.R  the last  day  of  occurrence as  alleged has  taken place on

11.12.2015, in connection with which the F.I.R has been lodged by

the informant-cum-victim, which was received and registered on

22.12.2015. Thus, as admitted by PW-8, the investigating officer

there was 11 days of delay in lodging the F.I.R from the date of

last occurrence. Now let us discuss, asses and evaluate what is

the reason which debarred the informant, who is the victim of the

occurrence as alleged to lodge the F.I.R immediately after the first

day of occurrence as alleged when the accused person as per her

evidence came to her house in absence of her parents and rapped

her and even on the last day of occurrence i.e. on 11.12.2015,

while she was assaulted and driven away by the family members

of  the  accused  person.  After  perusing  and  considering  the

evidence on record, it appears that in this context, not only the

F.I.R but the prosecution  also appears to be completely silent  and

never  tried to substantiate and justify any reason or cause for

such a long period of delay in lodging the F.I.R, rather PW-8, the

Investigating Officer in course of his evidence clearly stated that

the said period of 11 days delay in lodging the F.I.R was neither

explained  in  the  FI.R,  which  was  lodged  by  PW-1,  the  victim

herself nor PW-1, the informant cum victim stated a single line
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during the course of her examination u/s 161 Cr.P.C, explaining

the  cause  of  delay  in  lodging  the  F.I.R.  That  apart,  during  the

course of  trial  PW-1,  the victim cum informant although stated

that in the year 2015, the accused person proposed to marry her

and on a day in absence of her parents the accused person came

to her house and rapped her but PW-1 is completely silent about

the  case  of  delay  in  lodging  the  F.I.R  immediately  after  the

occurrence as alleged.  Again the evidence of PW-1,  the victim,

who  is  the  informant  of  this  case  also  appears  to  be  not  in

conformity with the fact as alleged in the F.I.R as because in the

F.I.R, it has been alleged the accused person on promise to marry

her sexually exploited her for about two years due to which she

became  pregnant,  but  in  course  of  her  evidence  PW-1,  the

informant  stated  that  in  the  year  2015,  the  accused  person

proposed to marry her and on a particular day   in absence of her

parents the accused person came to her house and rapped her. 

20. In this context as submitted by the Ld. Counsel for defence,

I  have  gone  carefully  through  the  decision  of  the  Hon’ble

Gauhati  High  Court,  reported  in  2009(3)  Gauhati  Law

Journal 460, Gadapani Saikia Vs State of Assam,  where it

has  been  held  that  ”…….sexual  intercourse  with  a  woman  on

various occasion with assurance to marry her but later on refused

to marry her---No resistance by the victim whenever accused had

sexual intercourse with her---Held sexual intercourse by accused

with victim was not pursuant to any promise but with consent-----

Accused neither committed an offence u/s 376 I.P.C nor u/s 417

I.P.C”.

21. That apart in this case the prosecution side has examined

PW-2 and PW-3, Abdul Baten and Ajiran Nessa respectively, who

were  declared  hostile  by  the  prosecution  and  although  the

prosecution  side  has  confirmed  the  contradictions   of  the  oral

testimonies  of  the  above  named  two  witnesses  by  the

Investigating Officer, but above named two witnesses in course of
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their evidence categorically stated that they were not examined

by the Investigating Officer as well as the Investigating Officer has

not recorded their statement u/s 161 CrPC. Again although PW-5,

Musstt  Jamela  Khatun  and  PW-6  Asahak  Ali,   the  mother  and

father of PW-1, the victim stated that their daughter was pregnant

by the accused person but in course of cross examination PW-5

stated that her daughter may be pregnant by her earlier husband

and PW-6 in course of cross examination clearly stated that he

does not know by whom his daughter was pregnant. PW-7 Md.

Ashmat Ali in course of evidence clearly stated that PW-1 never

stated before him that she was pregnant by the accused person

and he does not know if PW-1 carried her pregnancy from the side

of her husband. In this case the Investigating Officer, who was

examined  by  the  prosecution  as  PW-8,in  course  of  evidence

clearly stated that during the investigation of this case he has not

collected  any  evidence  that  the  victim/informant  PW-1,  was

pregnant by the accused person and hence he is not certain that

PW-1 was pregnant by the accused person.  In this case the oral

testimony  of  PW-1,  the  victim,  which  appears  to  be  not  only

contradictory to the fact as alleged in the F.I.R, but also to her

previous  statement   as  recorded  u/s  161  Cr.P.C,  inspire  no

corroboration even from the oral testimony of  PW-4 and PW-5,

her  mother  and  father.  The  evidence  of  other  witnesses  as

examined by the prosecution in support of its case supplements

fuel to strengthen the case of the prosecution. After perusing and

considering the evidence on record no inference can be drawn

from the evidence of any single witness that the accused person

is in any way involved in commission of the offence as alleged. 

22. In the ultimate analyses on the light of above discussion, it

appears  that  in  this  case  the  prosecution  side  has  failed  to

produce any single iota of evidence against the accused person

which  is  sufficient  to  fasten  the  accused  with  the  charge  as
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alleged against  him beyond all  reasonable  doubt.  Thus,  in  this

case the prosecution has not only failed to operate  the switch of

the prosecution case for ignition but could not even identify and

point out the proper switch of the prosecution on the board  itself,

hence the court have no any alternative but to acquit the accused

person  from the charge as levelled against him. 

23. I  therefore  acquit  the  accused  person  from  the  charge

levelled  against  him.  I  also  released  the  accused  person  from

liability of bail bond and set him at liberty.

Given under my hand and seal  of  this court  on this 29 th

day of February, 2020.

Dictated and corrected by me 

Addl  Sessions  Judge  (F.T.C)          Addl.  Sessions  Judge(F.T.C)

North Salmara, Abhayapuri           North Salmara, Abhayapuri
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A P P E N D I X

1. Prosecution Exhibits 
                     Exhibit 1 - The FIR

                     Exhibit 1(1) - The signature of PW-1   
  

Exhibit 2 - The statement of the 
victim recorded u/s 164 
CrPC

Exhibit  2(1) - The signatures of PW-1
Exhibit 2(2)

Exhibit 3 - The charge-sheet
Exhibit 3(1) - The signature of PW-8

Exhibit 4 - The medical report
Exhibit 4(1) - The signature of PW-9

Material Exhibit by prosecution 

                     Material Exhibits                      Nil

2. Defence Exhibits         Nil

3. Prosecution Witnesses 

PW1 Mumtaz Begum, the informant/victim
PW2 Abdul Baten
PW3 Aziran Nessa
PW4 Rezia Khatun
PW5 Jamela Khatun
P.W.6           Asahak Ali
P.W.7          Asmat Ali
P.W.8            Sarbesh Ali, the I.O 
P.W.9            Dr. Naser Ali Akand, the M.O

4. Defence Witnesses Nil

5. Court Witnesses Nil

          

                                        Addl. Sessions Judge (F.T.C)
   North Salmara, Abhayapuri.
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